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NA60 layout

16 planes with ALICE1/LHCb chips:
12.8 x 13.6 mm2 active area 
50 x 425 µm2 cell size (256 x 32 matrix)

NA50 Muon Spectrometer:
triggers and measures dimuons after the 
hadron absorber at high interaction rate.

ZDC: provides number of participants.
Beam Tracker:

provides transverse position of incident ion .
Vertex Telescope:

tracks in the target region, interaction vertex.
Track matching before and after absorber 

(in coordinate and momentum space): 
gives muons kinematics before scattering in 
the absorber and their offset at the vertex.
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5-week long run in Oct.–Nov. 2003
Indium beam of 158 GeV/nucleon
~ 4 × 1012 ions delivered in total
~ 230 million dimuon triggers on tape

Most triggers are combinatorial background 
from π,K→µ decays.
Subtracted using “mixed event technique” :
give both shapes and normalization 
(no free parameters)

Indium-Indium 158 GeV



Additional background due to a wrong match between the muon 
and an accidental track in the vertex telescope.
Also, the correct muon track may pick few wrong clusters…

Subtracted using “mixed event technique” or Monte Carlo
Evaluation of fake matches is still in progress

Background from fake matches



Low Masses (M < 1.1 GeV/c2)

Motivation: Excess in M<600 MeV/c2 dielectron production observed
by NA45/CERES in Pb-Au collisions 
(ρ meson in-medium modifications?)

Controversy between the ϕ temperature measured by 
NA50 in µ+µ- and by NA49 in K+K- channels

Requirements: High statistics

Acceptance at low masses and low pT

Good mass resolution (ρ/ω separation)

Good signal to background ratio



~35% of total statistics

37000 φ events
similar ω statistics

The η → µµ channel is visible 
(for the first time in nuclear collisions)

Signal / Background ~ 1/4

Dimuon mass resolution :
23 MeV at the φ (M=1.02 GeV)
independent of centrality

Acceptance extends down to low mass 
and pT ranges.
(CERES like physics is accessible)



“Nch<30” plot is scaled up to match the ω of “All Nch”

Preliminary spectra with fake matches subtracted, ~50% of  total statistics
(using Monte Carlo overlaid on data) 

The study of the low-mass cocktail in view of searching for 
the excess observed by CERES is under way 



The NA50 φ/(ρ+ω)µµ published values (corrected for 
branching ratio, assuming ρ/ω = 1) are  extrapolated 
from mT > 1.5 GeV to pT > 1.1 GeV using T = 228 MeV
The NA60 systematic errors are expected to be < 10%

Good agreement between In-In and Pb-Pb 
→ Npart seems to be the appropriate scaling 
variable for ω and φ production

Clear increase of T with collision centrality

ω and ϕ

only statistical errors shown
fitted curves: C exp(-mT/T)

ϕ Temperature



Comparison with NA49 and NA50
Average T(φ) In-In values

1) all pT 252 ± 3  MeV
2) pT < 1.5 GeV (NA49 range) 256 ± 6  MeV

NA49, central Pb-Pb   305 ± 15 MeV
3) mT > 1.65 GeV (NA50 range) 245 ± 5   MeV

NA50, all centralities  228 ± 10 MeV
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)

NA49 Pb-Pb

NA50 Pb-PbNA60 In-In

ϕ temperature: comparison with other experiments

NA49 data from Claudia Höhne, 
private communication 2005



Intermediate Masses (1.2 < M < 2.7 GeV/c2)

Motivation: Excess in SU and PbPb collisions observed by NA50,
compatible both with Open Charm enhancement and
Thermal Dimuons

Requirements: Good interaction vertex resolution
Precise extrapolation of the muon position to the vertex



Good target identification even for the 
most peripheral collisions (≥ 4 tracks)

Beam Tracker measurement vs. reconstructed vertex
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Beam Tracker measurement 
(σ ~ 20 µm at the target) 
allows to control the 
vertexing resolution
and systematics

windows
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Dispersion between beam track and
VT vertex

Vertex resolution (assuming σBT=20 µm)
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Using the muons from J/ψ decays 
(no background, come from the 
interaction point) we can determine the 
resolution on the impact of the track at 
the vertex (offset) : 40–50 µm

Good enough to separate prompt dimuons from Open Charm off-target decays !
σvertex ⊕ σimpact < cτ (D+ : 312 µm,  Do : 123 µm)

To eliminate the momentum dependence of the offset resolution, we use the offset weighted by the 

error matrix of the fit:  2/)2( 11212 −
∆∆

−
∆

−
∆ ++ xyyyxx VyxVyVx



M (GeV/c2)

Separating prompt from displaced dimuons

Additional cut on weighted distance, ∆, between 
muons at ZV to eliminate bad vertices

Cut on the weighted offset of the muon closest
to the vertex 



Prompt versus displaced dimuons

• ~20% of the total statistics

• The selection cuts are still to be optimized
(once the subtraction of the fake matches
is available)

Ratio between offset and prompt dimuons

Prompt selection

“Charm”

• Strong reduction of the prompt dimuon 
contribution in the “charm” sample, at the 
dimuon masses dominated by the ω, φ
and J/ψ peaks

• Clearly visible “excess” in the “charm”
sample in the mass window where 

contributes the mostDD



Charmonium production and suppression

Motivation: Anomalous suppression of J/ψ production observed by NA50.

Understanding the difference between J/ψ and ψ’ suppression.

Measurement of χc production and suppression in p-A collisions.

Requirements: Large Drell-Yan statistics (used as a reference to measure the 
suppression) or good understanding of multiplicity spectrum 
(to measure the evolution of production cross sections with 
centrality).

Separation between J/ψ and ψ’.

Good reconstruction of e+e- from γ conversion 
for the χc → J/ψ+ γ measurement. 



ψ’

after 
matching

before 
matching Kinematical cuts:

-0.5  < cosθCS < 0.5
2.92 <   yLAB < 3.92

before            after
matching

J/ψ ~ 36000   ~ 23000
DY(2.9÷4.5) ~ 2100     ~ 1300
ψ’ ~ 350 ~ 200
DY(4.2÷8.0)  ~ 260       ~ 160

J/ψ suppression in In-In collisions
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J/ψ suppression in InIn collisions : comparison with NA50

ψ/DY ψ/DY

0.80 ± 0.04

“Nuclear absorption” reference curve uses pA measurements at 400 and 450 GeV/c

<L> and <Npart > for a hard process obtained from a Glauber calculation which fits 
the EZDC minimum bias spectrum:

<L>In-In =  6.7 fm              <Npart>In-In = 122 
Uncertainty due to the unknown J/ψ suppression pattern

NA50 points correspond to analyses shown at QM2004, there was some progress after…



J/ψ suppression in In-In vs collision centrality
3 centrality bins defined using the energy measured in the ZDC

Main limitation of these analyses: 
small statistics in DY sample → study of absolute J/ψ cross section is under way

Main systematic uncertainty:
“normal absorption” reference curve uses model dependent extrapolation of J/ψ production 
and nuclear absorption cross sections from 400 and 450 GeV p-A data to 158 GeV 
(see presentation by G. Borges, NA50) → need p-A measurements at 158 GeV



400 and 158 GeV/c p-A run in 2004

7 target materials: Be, Al, Cu, In, W, Pb and U

158 GeV protons :          30 000 J/ψ (before matching) in 3 days of data taking 
(~10 000 expected in the matched sample.)

Excellent target identification for J/ψ dimuons → <7 % error on σabs expected

400 GeV protons :         ~300 000 J/ψ (before matching), 
will be used for χc study

~ 25% of 158 GeV p-A statistics

Matched J/ψ vertexSpectra after matching



Conclusions and Prospects

Low Masses:
ϕ/ω scales with the number of participants.

ϕ temperature rises with centrality and is closer to NA49 value (always above 250 MeV).

The analysis in view of the search for an excess a la CERES is under way.

Intermediate masses:
Detector performance allows separation of prompt and displaced dimuons: open charm is
visible. Work is ongoing on the full background subtraction to get quantitative results.

Charmonium production:
ψ/DY in centrality integrated In-In collisions has been measured. 
Results as a function of centrality are limited by DY statistics and require different 

analysis method, using absolute J/ψ cross sections (in progress).

158 GeV p-A data will allow to fix the reference curve for J/ψ absorption.

400 GeV p-A data should allow to study the χc production.


